PPAR and Local Renin-Angiotensin Systems in Cardiovascular and Metabolic Diseases Associated with Obesity: A Unifying Hypothesis
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ABSTRACT

Recent research has revealed roles for the PPAR family of transcription factors in the modulation of the RAAS. In particular, PPARα and PPARγ have been shown to control the transcription of renin in several tissues and influence the activity of local renin-angiotensin-systems coupling vascular and metabolic functions and contributing to their modulation. In this conceptual framework, PPAR and local RAS participate in the pathophysiology of blood pressure elevation, as well as in organ and tissue damage, and disturbances of glucose and lipid metabolism associated with cardiovascular diseases and obesity. The understanding of these mechanisms here discussed and their adequate pharmacological manipulation enlarge the potential to intervene pathological processes that connect the obesity with associate diseases and could alert about the adverse effects of some PPAR agonists on involved organs.
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1. Introduction

The Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone System (RAAS) arose when the prehistoric animals began to live outside of the sea and of its high content of sodium and, according to Darwin, only those species that could structure the system, could survive leaving the sea. The maintenance of the arterial pressure and the saving of sodium and of the water when the animal lost blood and got dehydrated or when he wandered for the desert, were necessary while it was able of watering. But also, the energy needs were key points of survival and the RAAS should work coupled with mechanisms of metabolic or energy control, or include them. Therefore, the vision of the RAAS like control system of salt and water and of the vascular tone is short and it should be enlarged until regulatory mechanisms of energy homeostasis, being involved in systemic, tissue and intracellular effects, transcending until conservation, adaptation or cellular apoptosis. PPARs (peroxisome proliferator activated-receptors) are distributed in diverse organs and constitute a complex and integrated mechanism with fundamental functions for the adaptation, modulation and survival of many animal species. PPARs also influence the growth and cellular differentiation, reparative processes, the glucose and lipid metabolism, the thermogenesis, the maintenance of the arterial pressure and salt and water balance, among others. PPARα, γ, β/δ don’t work scatteredly if not that act together to modulate final effects. Its location in the organs and tissues is bound to the same functions of each organ and its corresponding relationship with mechanisms of adaptation, modulation and survival. Maybe without PPAR, the RAAS could not cover the whole spectrum of preservation functions that manages.

Claude Bernard considered that “the physiological processes uncoupling generates pathology and the pathological processes reside in physiologic processes”. Disruptions in PPAR functions have been related with cancer, Alzheimer disease, obesity, diabetes and hypertension among others.

2. PPAR and Local Renin-Angiotensin Systems (RAS)

2.1. PPAR, Visceral Adipocytes and Intra-Adipocytes Renin-Angiotensin System

The differentiation of adipocytes, the modulation of the
insulin actions, the capacity to generate inflammation, the contribution to the maintenance of the arterial pressure, the salt and water balance, the reinforcement of the sympathetic adrenal system, they are functions self-influenced by the visceral adipocytes which confer to these cells high privileges of important central control where PPAR play regulatory functions over insulin secretion and action, hepatic gluconeogenesis, glucose homeostasis, thermogenesis, lipogenesis, lipolysis and food intake. Many of these actions are bound to the activity of the renin-angiotensin-system (RAS) in these same cells where their hyperactivity could generate hypertension if we take like reference the secretory contribution of angiotensinogen (AGT) for mature adipocytes in animal models and in human, [1-3] which would increase of the angiotensin II (AII) circulating and could be related with the models and in human, [1-3] which would increase of the angiotensin II (AII) circulating and could be related with the activation of the RAS in the visceral adipose tissue. PPARα are involved in the control of the metabolism of glucose and lipids, this way mice PPARα KO in fast or high diet in fatty, develop hypoglycemia, hypoketonemia and high levels of FFA (free fatty acids) [4,5]. It is also interesting that the absence of PPARα avoids the arterial hypertension and attenuates the atherosclerosis in Tsku-ba Hypertensive Mouse (THM) [6,7]. When these animals became THM/PPARαKO, the hypertrophy and the myocardial hypertrophy were completely abolished, decreased the activity of plasmatic renin and the serum aldosterone was normalized. As well the PPARα binds to hormone responsive element (HRE) in the promoter of the human angiotensin (AGT) gene as PPAR also has been identified in the gene of the renin, suggesting potential regulation at transcriptional level [8,9]. Karlsson and other investigators have demonstrated the presence of renin, angiotensinogen and of the enzymes required for its conversion to angiotensin II (AT II) in the human adipocytes [10]. On the other hand, Harte and collaborators measured the level of circulating AII and demonstrated that it increases in the measure that the body mass index (BMI) is increased; they have also demonstrated that the increment of tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα) measured in venous drainage of the adipose tissue is made in correlation with the increase of circulating AII and that the delivery of this, stimulated with insulin, decreases notably when adding rosiglitazone, an agonist PPARγ [11], being confirmed this way, the delivery of AII to the circulation from the adipocytes and the effect of the PPARγ agonists to brake this process. We have left the query of if the adipocytes renin here is imported or innate, but today we know that several tissues and organs synthesize it and they have local components of the RAS [12]. Additionally, in human cellular lines expressing renin like CaLu-6, PPARγ acts as a potent and specific activator of the renin gene expression [13]. If this also happens in the adipocytes, the stimulus PPARγ may contribute to the renin expression, at the time that suppresses effects of AII, being structured a local regulator mechanism to modulate the activity of the RAS (Figure 1). Under physiologic conditions, the free fatty acids, natural PPARγ agonists, would stimulate renin activity. There would be a negative feedback to neutralize its expression through the TNFα, which has been studied previously by Todorov [14]. In cases of visceral obesity, the production of FFA increased by the lipolysis, will elicit PPARγ activity, augmenting the renin expression and consequently AII. In order to avoid RAS over activity, AII would generate signals inducing nuclear factor kappa beta (NF-kβ) and consequently TNFα that would break the expression of the renin gene until certain physiological limits over which it would fail.

In conditions of sustained hyperglycemia and obesity, the physiological homeostasis would fail and the final result could be an increment of the renin and AII actions, which should have consequences in the glucose and lipid metabolism. The visceral adipose tissue has a peptides repertoire, cytokines, and hormones that may group in 2 bands: one, composed by adiponectin, IGF-1 and ghrelin that favors the action of the insulin, and another composed for leptin, resistin, TNFα, IL-6, UCP 2, protein agouti, adipin, RBP4 and AII that are opposed to the action of the insulin. AII is able to stimulate the activity of the NF-kβ, favoring the production of TNFα, inflammatory cytokinas (IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β) and generating oxidative stress. When AII increases, the level of TNFα does, altering the signaling of the insulin in the tissues, modifying the appropriate phosphorylation of the insulin receptor, but also activating protein tirosin phosphatases with the consequent inhibition of the activity of insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1) [15]. While adiponectin favors the appropriate phosphorylation of the insulin in its receptor, AII commits this mechanism [16,17] eliciting signals that induce through Foxo-1/C/EBPα and activation of sirtuin 1 (SIRT1), a transcriponal effect that allows the expression of the adiponectin gene, in a compensatory intent to neutralize the deleterious effect to the

PPARγ contributes to the modulation of the RAS in or from the visceral fat tissue, inducing expression of the renin gene and controlling the effects of the angiotensin II. TNFα increased by Angiotensin II, brakes the renin expression.

Figure 1. Homeostasis and modulation of the intracellular RAS in visceral adipocytes.
signaling of the insulin caused by AII [18]. Additionally AII supplements its made generating inhibitory signals of the adipocyte differentiation and its maturation in mature adipocytes, which decreases the production of adiponectin that should require well maturated adipocytes. However, Foxo-1, responds in behalf of insulin action, stimulating the factor of growth PDX-1 so that it improves the trophic condition of the pancreatic β cells for producing more insulin [19,20]. Foxo-1 also opposes to those inhibitory differentiation signals over adipocytes maturation originated by AII. PPARγ agonists promote well adipocyte differentiation improving the conditions to secrete adiponectin and counterweight the effects of AII on the insulin actions. We could summarize that PPARγ arise expression of renin and consequently of angiotensin II in the visceral adipocytes, affecting insulin actions, but simultaneously trigger opposite mechanism for improving such effects, establishing a modulator balance. So, these facts show the great importance and interaction of the RAS with the control of the glucose and lipid metabolism influenced by PPARα and PPARγ. The visceral adipose tissue on the other hand and through regulatory functions mediated by PPAR α γ γ, influence the control of the vascular tone with vasodilator effect (insulin, adiponectin and ghrelin) sympathetic tone and renal balance of sodium (leptin and thermogenesis (leptin and UCP-2)) [21].

2.2. PPAR, Kidneys and Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone System

The studies to investigate the mechanism why do thiazolidinediones (TZD) cause edema and increment weight allowed to know the importance of PPARγ, coded by Pparg in the control of epithelial sodium channels (ENaC) in the collecting ducts [22]. Mice treated with TZD experienced weight gain from increased total body water, which was blocked with amiloride or prevented with deletion of the Pparg from the collecting duct, which decreased renal sodium avidity and increased plasma aldosterone. In a same way, PPARα could have important physiological role in helping to maintain the osmotic balance through upward regulation of aquaglyceroporin (AQP 3) [23]. In animal models prone to atherosclerosis (diabetic mice apoEKO), both, PPARα (gemfibrozil) and PPARγ (rosiglitazone) agonists showed renal protection in glomerular structure and function [24]. Mild reductions of the arterial blood pressure and microalbuminuria have been also shown in patients receiving TZD. Taking the knowledge about TZD toward the comprehension of their clinical side effects on weight gain and edema, it could be thought that a sustained or strong PPARγ agonism in some individuals may exceed the physiological mechanisms to regulate the body water through ENaC. The aldosterone increment and of the urinary excretion of sodium when deletion of the Pparg is made or amiloride is administered to avoid the PPARγ effect on the ENaC, show a coherent relationship between PPARγ effect and aldosterone inside which both work for the intravascular volume expansion. This way the things, spironolactone was a therapeutic option to diminish the edema caused by thiazolidinediones as well as the addition of and ACE inhibitor to brake the RAAS [25]. PPARγ also brake actions of the AII on the insulin action and its proliferative signals contributing to modulate effects mediated by AII that may intervene in renal injury.

2.3. PPAR, Heart and RAS

PPARγ2 contribute with signals that jointly with members of the C/EBPα family would procure higher differentiation of mesenchymatous cells to adipocytes in detriment of the fibroblasts formation, muscular cells and maker bone cells [26]. This may be an explanation to the osteoporosis and excess of fractures attributable to a sustained PPARγ effect as has met in some clinical trials with TZD [27]. We don’t still know the negative influence that this mechanism may have in the heart in terms of muscular tissue differentiation or growth of fibrous tissue, but we know that very high dose of TZD caused heart hypertrophy in laboratory animals and those hearts of rodents that increased its weight a 25% receiving PPARγ agonists, were associated to a premature heart mortality in 2 years, in studies for carcinogenesis [28]. In the laboratory, high dose of PPARγ agonists resulted in edema, gain of weight, heart hypertrophy and heart failure in all the species, however doses of PPAR agonists with margins of security not associated with higher increment of weight in the heart and not associated with cancer were looked in order to advance to studies phase 2 and 3. Low dose of PPARγ agonists may be, on the contrary, protects against the heart hypertrophy induced in vitro by AII [29,30]. In the heart, as well as in the adipose tissue may happens that PPARγ stimulated by high dose of pharmacological or natural agonists (excess or FFA in obeses) may increase the renin expression, native or imported, through transcriptional way [13,31], without that AII may counterweight it, breaking a physiological balance. In contrast, in a physiological range, PPARγ would induce renin expression at the same time that AII would brake it, establishing a mechanism in which both could act balanced. We should not lose of view that PPARα, γ γ β δ are an integrated system with signals that act synchronized. During the development of the heart hypertrophy, it had been met reduction in the oxidative capacity of de fatty acids and higher utilization of glucose as energetic substrate explainable by reduction in the PPARα effect. PPARαKO mice present reduction in the expression of genes related to the oxidation of fatty acids, deposit fat in their hearts with fibrosis [32].
humans PPARα could be related with the regulation of the left ventricle growth in response to the exercise and the hypertension [33]. Etomoxir, an inhibitor of the fatty acids oxidation promoted for the treatment of diabetes mellitus type 2, should be retired of the market for producing heart hypertrophy [34]. The non expression of PPARα reduces the levels of circulating renin in rats THM/PPARαKO like we mentioned it previously [6]. In subjects with diabetes mellitus type 2 and visceral obesity, hypoadiponectinemia, due to its low production for deficient maturated adipocytes, diminishes positive signals for the expression of PPARα effects in hepatocytes, skeletal muscular cells and maybe in the heart muscle. In patients with visceral obesity there is confirmation about the triglycerides exportation and their deposit in distant organs including the heart [35,36]. Therefore, there are reasons to believe that lipotoxicity in patients with diabetes mellitus may be related to low PPARα activity and hypoadiponectinemia, resulting in a facilitated and predominant PPARγ effect, being easy to understand why do people with diabetes have higher risk to develop heart hypertrophy and congestive heart failure when positive signals are exposed to prolonged and therapeutic doses of TZD. PPAR β/δ have been studied less and have potential to participate in adaptative responses, growth, reparation and inflammation, and they surely act integrated with PPARα and PPARγ. Recent experiences in diabetic rats have allowed knowing that hyperglycemia activates the intracellular RAS in their hearts, increasing the oxidative stress and developing cardiac fibrosis [37]; being demonstrated increased renin, angiotensinogen and AII in cardiomyocytes of the examined hearts. The RAS activation in these cases could be due among other, to stimulation of transcriptional factors in response to high glucose levels causing oxidative stress, activating protein kinase C (PKC) trough the hexosamines pathway. The question emerges if the renin expressed in the cardiomyocytes were native or imported, through prorenin internalization by a receptor depending of mannose 6 phosphate [38] or by a specific prorenin/renin receptor [39,40], or by internalization of the AII-AT1receptor [41]. Very well known is the fact that fatty acids and glucose are fundamental energetic substrates in the heart and that cardiac metabolism requires the transcriptional control of genes implied in the transport and metabolism of these substrates, reason why the PPAR activity becomes necessary in front to energy situations as those related with hyperglycemia and atherogenic dislipidemia. Therefore the PPAR activity is practically forced in situations where there is a cellular metabolic challenge and knowing that in the obesity and diabetes mellitus type 2, this challenge is mediated by elevation in the offer of FFA and hyperglycemia (being the FFA natural PPAR agonists), the transcriptional activity promoting the renin gene through PPARα or PPARγ may be another possibility. Of being this way, PPAR have an important role in the occurrence of structural modifications mediated by the RAS in the heart and this a admissible explanation to understand that the sustained and enhanced PPARγ agonism with TZD, in patients with diabetes mellitus, has potential to generate changes conducing to congestive heart failure.

2.4. PPAR, RAS and Vascular Wall

It is known until this moment that the amount of renin locally produced by organs and adipose tissue is very little compared to that originated by the juxtaglomerular apparatus of the afferent arterioles [41] that puts renin in direct contact with the vascular torrent. Even if a specific receptor for prorenin/renin has been found in several tissues [39], there is another receptor that may be glycosilated and has residues of mannose 6 phosphate that binds to the insulin growth factor receptor 2 (IGF 2R) and has been identified in human organs like the heart and vascular endothelium [42,43]. The binding of prorenin/renin to one or another receptor may result in different functions and it has been suggested that the activation of the IGF 2 receptor (IGF-2R) confers a purifying signals mechanism [44]. There is not available information about the result of a higher glycosilation of protein, like happens in diabetes mellitus, on the binding of prorenin/renin to the IGF 2R, but there is evidence that the high plasmatic levels of prorenin are related with vascular complications of the diabetes [45-47]. Additionally it has been demonstrated that the blockade of the union of the prorenin/renina to its specific receptor has prevented experimental diabetic glomerulosclerosis independent of the generation of AII [48]. The binding of the renin to the prorenin/renin receptors actives the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), regulated by extracellular signals (ERK 1 and 2). These pathways of cellular signaling may increase the tissue fibrosis and the cellular hypertrophy. The activation of the cellular signaling seems to be independent of the AII generation [49]. Prorenin had been also able to increase PAI-1 from vascular soft muscular cells [50,51]. In the vessel wall exists a local tissue RAS [52]. Angiotensinogen is expressed in the vessel smooth muscle, allowing that not alone the plasmatic load coming from the liver would be the substrate to convert it to angiotensin I. This conversion facilitated by renin, will finally result in AII. The RAS interacts with the sympathetic nervous system and with the endothelium, through the nitric oxide (NO) production. Insulin has important cardiovascular actions and it participates in the regulation of the vascular tone, constituting a mechanism that couples the metabolic homeostasis with the hemodynamic one. The insulin resistance involved in the diabetes mellitus type 2, starts with
the central obesity, bears atherogenic dyslipidemia and generates endothelial dysfunction contributing to the arterial hypertension and atherogenesis. Inside the physiopathological mechanisms that relate all these actions, the PPAR activity becomes a modulator mechanism of cardiovascular effects, well through the insulin, the lipid metabolism or directly, on the RAS activity. Once insulin binds to its membrane receptor (IR) in the skeletal muscle, liver and adipose tissue and tyrosine phosphorylation take place in the insulin receptor substrate (IRS), a series of signals cascade display in the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinasa-dependent insulin-signaling branch pathway (PI3-K/PDK-1/Akt pathway) culminating with endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) activity and endothelial vasodilatation mediated by NO. When tyrosine phosphorylation doesn’t happen, signals take place for an alternating mitogenic activated protein kinase (MAPK) dependent branch pathway that induces endothelin-1 (ET1) expression, causing vasoconstriction and sending signals for growth and cellular differentiation that involve the pancreas [53].

In human endothelial cells, physiological concentration of insulin activate receptors of insulin (IR) selectively, generating signals that culminate with endothelial mediated vasodilatation, but supraphysiological concentrations also activate insulin growth factor 1 receptor (IGF-1R) which also couples insulin, increasing the NO production. Insulin acutely increases prostaglandin I 1 (PGI 1) in the vascular endothelium and vascular cellular adhesion molecules 1 (VCAM 1), selectin E, and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in endothelial cells [54]. The activity of the insulin growth factor 1 (IGF-1) is mitogenic and antiapoptotic on the vascular soft muscular cells and stimulates their migration. The potential reductions in IGF-1 effects could result in benefits in pathological conditions such as hypertension and early stages of atherosclerosis formation plaques characterized by hypertrophy/hyperplasy of the soft muscular cells but harmful in other conditions in which loss of these cells may contribute to destabilize atherosclerotic plaques. IGF-1 binds to proteins and in equimolar mode to one of them, IGBP-3, which stimulates the binding of IGF-1 to IGF-1R, but other proteins such as IGB-2 e IGB-5 are inhibitory and reduce the binding of IGF-1 to its receptor and limits its effect [55]. IGF-2 exerts its effect binding to IGF-1R but also to IGF-2R, called mannose 6 phosphate receptor which acts as a kidnapper or clearing of signals to avoid responses mediated by IGF-2 that if were over-expressed may result in hypoglycemia. If the prorenin/renin to the mannose 6 phosphate receptor binding is capable to induce decreasing of responses mediated by IGF-2 on the IGF-1R, this could reduce signals to deliver ON. In other words, the binding of renin to prorenin/the mannose 6 phosphate receptor could manipulate signals inhibiting IGF-1 activity and its capacity to induce delivery of NO. IGF in its turn will modify the insulin signaling on its receptor way protein kinase Ac (PKAc) and protein tirosin phosphatase 1B (PTP 1B), decreasing signals in the PI3-K/PDK-1/Akt branch pathway to reduce eNOS activity and avoid the vasodilator effect mediated by ON. The interference caused by AII to reduce the insulin vasodilator activity transcends until pancreatic effects reducing insulin secretion [56], limiting the appropriate maturation of adipocytes from preadipocytes in the visceral adipose tissue with consequent decreasing of the adiponection production and so impairing its reinforcement on the insulin action. AII produces upward regulation of IGF-1R mRNA [57,58], which puts more than manifest the interaction of the RAS with signaling cascades initiated by insulin, IGF-1 and IGF-2 to influence the vascular tone, cellular growth, apoptosis regulation, metabolic processes and energy homeostasis. The PPAR activity operates these metabolic and hemodynamic processes linked to the RAS and insulin and associates, contributing to express substances that exert regulator functions from RAS local systems such as visceral adipocytes. This way, PPARγ are regulating operators of the insulin secretion and its tissue, vascular and metabolic actions (vasodilator effect, liver neoglucogenesis, glucose homeostasis, thermogenesis, lipogenesis, lipolysis, regulation of the alimentary intake and adipocyte differentiation among others), working to reinforce insulin signaling trough PI3-K branch pathway and opposing to insulin effects trough MAPK branch pathway as well as AII effects mediated by receptors AT1 and maybe forwards by Angiotensin IV (A IV) on insulin regulated aminopeptidase-Angiotensin IV receptor (IRAP AT4 receptor). The PPARγ activity also opposes to the atherothrombotic effects of the AII in the arterial wall by several control mechanisms counteracting the increment of the plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), on the VEGF, COX2 expression, platelet activation, oxidative stress, inflammatory effects mediated by TNFα and cytokines, vascular hypertrophy, remodeling, apoptosis and vasoconstriction. To this a decrease of the small and dense LDL cholesterol particles is added, as well a reduction of the venous portal levels of FFA and triglycerides. To favor the PPARγ antiatherogenic action in the arterial wall exists the evidence that the TZD inhibits the formation of the early atherosclerotic lesions in diabetic and nondiabetic mice LDL receptor deficient [59]. PPARα and PPARγ activity may induce signals to express renin in the competent tissues where it is possible, enhancing the local and circulating production of AII. PPARγ activated opposes to the AII effects but may induce renin producing, establishing an mechanism to get a balance as it have been explained before in this review when we talked about visceral adipocytes.
3. Pharmacological Interactions between PPAR and the RAAS and Clinical Implication

It is well known that AT1 receptor blockers are able to activate the PPARγ with differences in their agonist power related with their plasma level, lipophilicity and molecular structure. It has been speculated that telmisartan is one with higher agonist power [60,61]. There are numerous observational studies in which it has been suggested that the AT1 receptor blockers as partial PPARγ agonists have beneficial effects to prevent diabetes mellitus type 2, the NAVIGATOR study was specifically designed to demonstrate this benefit with valsartan [62]. In a same way there are numerous studies that show the benefit of these agents in the reduction or impact of diabetes mellitus type 2; the NAVIGATOR study was specifically designed to demonstrate this benefit with valsartan [62]. In a same way there are numerous studies that show the benefit of these agents in the reduction or impact of diabetes mellitus complications, such as MARVAL [63], IRMA 2 [64], IDNT [65], RENAA [66], DETAIL [67], BENEDICT [68], AMADEO [69] and CHARM [70], among others. PPARα and PPARγ (TZD) have also demonstrated benefit in reducing the impact of diabetes on the renal function [71,72]. PPARγ have demonstrated benefit in the reduction of cardiovascular risk factors although in a non overwhelming way in cardiovascular outcomes related with morbidity and mortality. The favored risk factors were: hyperglycemia [73,74], arterial hypertension [75], HDLc [76], LDLc [77], C reactive protein [78], PAI-1 [79], albuminuria/creatinuria index [80] and endothelial function [81]. In the PROACTIVE trial, significant reduction of the relative risk was demonstrated with pioglitazone, in a secondary outcome including mortality of all the causes, non fatal myocardial infarction and stroke, in patients with diabetes mellitus type 2 who had high risk of macrovascular events [82]. There are also studies where the antihypertensive benefit of TZD was shown in some surrogated outcomes [83]. Recent information allows us to know that in rat hearts with induced diabetes by streptozotocin, hyperglycemia induces myocardial fibrosis mediated by the RAAS activation which was notably attenuated by aliskiren, a direct renin inhibitor [37]. In cases like this, the expression of renin in cardiomiocytes could be influenced by PPARα or γ stimulation in response to hyperglycemia or free fatty acids elevation.

4. Perspectives and Conclusions

The RAAS not only intervenes in hidrosalin control and regulation of the vascular tone if not in the modulation of the energy homeostasis and the glucose and lipid metabolism with who maintains very significant interactions. PPARs act as operators of many mechanisms of the RAAS, especially their local systems linked with the operation of specific tissues and organs [84]. PPAR agonism always bring responses with systemic and local results but PPARα, γ, β/δ are integrated and their individual manipulation is not selective, being able to decompensate the integrated modulation resulting not favorable responses. The experience with dual PPAR agonists as it happened with muraglitazar [85] on cardiovascular mortality in diabetic patients, it is a confirmatory alert about what it can happen when we attempt dual or multiple manipulation committing the modulator interrelations between nuclear receptors, still without considering the potential of tumors and carcinogenesis. The possibility of cardiovascular side effects that has generated so much controversy with PPARγ agonists [86] indicates that we should still learn and investigate more about how to achieve appropriate benefits with them in diabetes and dyslipidemia. Appropriate doses of agonists to use and the profile of the selected patients with diabetes who are indicated would be a key point to choose the best therapy and the best agonist. Meanwhile there are many evidences that a limited PPARγ agonist activity as the AT1 receptor blockers have, especially in diabetes risk or with the established disease, generates important cardiovascular and metabolic beneficial effects. The understanding of that the RAAS couples metabolic and energetic control mechanisms, opens investigation opportunities about the possibility to intervene therapeutically intracellular systems of RAS from renin expression to its binding to receptors due to that potential damage of the target organs starts with the renin generation an before that the AII effects would appear. An excess in blocking the RAAS activity also could affect its control processes such as oxidative stress, mitosis and apoptosis, collagen deposition, inflammatory activity and renal hemodynamics resulting in undesirable outcomes as it has happened in patients with diabetes mellitus type 2 and kidney disease in some clinical trials [87,88].
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